Strategy for identification of sequence variants in COL7A1 and a novel 2-bp deletion mutation in recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa.
The diagnostic hallmark of the dystrophic forms of epidermolysis bullosa (DEB), a group of heritable blistering skin diseases, is abnormalities in the anchoring fibrils at the dermal-epidermal basement membrane zone. Since type VII collagen is the major, if not the exclusive, component of the anchoring fibrils, the corresponding gene (COL7A1) is the candidate gene in DEB. Recent cloning of the type VII collagen cDNA and elucidation of the exon-intron organization of the gene have provided the basis for us to develop a novel strategy for identification of sequence variants in COL7A1. Optimization of 72 balanced primer pairs corresponding to flanking intronic sequences allowed PCR amplification of all 118 exons directly from genomic DNA. The PCR products were examined by heteroduplex analysis followed by comparative nucleotide sequencing. More than 100 sequence variants have been identified thus far in COL7A1 using this method, some of which are single base pair polymorphisms and many of which are pathogenetic mutations contributing to the blistering phenotype in DEB. The comprehensive method described is useful for rapid, reliable, and sensitive detection of sequence variants in COL7A1. We demonstrate the utility of this novel strategy in mutation detection and prenatal exclusion of RDEB in a consanguineous family at risk for recurrence.